Accessibility Statements for Required and Other Potential Technologies in Online Courses

Overview

The following is a list of potential required technologies for online/blended courses at UWF, along with links to the accessibility statements for those technologies. If you need help locating the accessibility statement for a particular technology, please do not hesitate to contact an Academic Technology Center instructional designer. This information addresses Quality Matters course design standard 8.2: *Information is provided about the accessibility of all technologies required in the course.*

List of Potential Required Technologies

- Adobe Accessibility Statement
- Apple Accessibility Statement
- Blackboard Collaborate Accessibility Statement
- eLearning (D2L) Accessibility Statement
- Firefox Accessibility Statement
- Google Accessibility Statement
- Microsoft Office Accessibility Statement
- Respondus Accessibility Features (LockDown Browser & Monitor)
- Turnitin Accessibility Statement
- Windows Accessibility Statement
- YouTube’s Accessibility Information - specifically states how videos can be used with assistive technologies